

Generating ForeSight characters for Flat Black




Procedure in outline

1. Establish the basics in discussions witht he GM and other players. Agree what the campaign and party will be, how your character will fit in, and who your character will be.

2. Choose your character’s free package and background factors.

3 Add up the generation points (GPs), the education points (educ), and the inherent attribute points your character obtains from his or her background factors.

4. Assign your character’s inherent attribute values. The base value is 5 (in each attribute), plus 36 points to distribute, plus possible points from background factors. The maximum value (for any inherent attribute, for a human character is 12). Human average is about 7. An inherent attribute point may be sacrificed to make your character ambidextrous.

5. Spend GPs to train attributes above inherent value, purchase familiarity with environments and gravities, buy skills, and buy skill levels.

6. Spend educ to purchase Fields of Knowledge.

7. As allowed by your GM (he or she may set a budget), equip your character.


Establish the basics

Discuss the campaign specifications with the GM, and make sure that you know what sorts of characters he or she requires. GMs will often require that the PCs make up a team working for some particular organisation, such as the Imperial Department of Justice, the Humanity League, or a News Service. The GM, or the logic of the situation, will often require that such a team will include certain professional abilities, not include redundant characters, and not include characters who would not, for instance, make it through a selection and training process. Remember, interstellar organisations in Flat Black have access to a science of psychology that is as far ahead of early 21st century selection procedures as modern chemistry is ahead of the alchemists who invented gunpowder.
Discuss character concepts with the other players. Agree on who will play what sort of character, making sure that all the GM’s requirements are met. Design character con cepts to complement one another, so that the characters will interact in entertaining ways.
Every character should stand in relation ships with two other characters that have been discussed and mutually agreed between the players involved, and must be linked to one in a way that will keep them together despite circumstances pulling them apart. An approach that works well is to designate a leading character and then have other players in turn attach their characters him, her, or a character already attached to the group. Antipathetic relationships between characters (although perhaps more important to character definition) are of secondary importance to party design. Don’t worry too much about characters being stereotyped. The stereotypes of adventure stories and ‘scam’ movies work well in role-playing games.
Discuss your decisions with the GM, and repeat the process until he or she approves your plans. Proceed no further until the GM is satisfied that the party and the individual characters will work in the campaign he or she has in mind. Then ask the GM how many background factors you will be allowed to generate your character.


Free packages

Every character should have one (only) free package, corresponding to the place of his or her childhood. The familiarities listed replace the usual allotment, not add to it.

Imperial	educated English, Literacy; Athletics, Charisma
	familiarities: Interior 3, Urban 3; 7 G (not Heavy or Extreme)
Colony
Backward	native English (dialectal), Athletics, Climbing, Stealth
	familiarities: 12 E (not Urban); 3 G (not Near Weightless)
Rural area	native English, Literacy, Athletics, Climbing, Stealth
	familiarities: 10 E; 3 G (not Near Weightless)
Industrial, urban	native English, Literacy, Athletics, Climbing, Stealth
	familiarities: Interior 3, Urban 3, +4 E; 3 G (not Near Weightless)
Postindustrial	educated English, Literacy; Athletics, Charisma, Climbing
	familiarities: Interior 3, Urban 3, +4 E; 3 G (not Near Weightless)


Background Factors

Each character will have a number of background factors assigned by the GM. BFs with the entry ‘DNC’ in the ‘Rpt’ column of the table below do not count towards the overall total, but they do count for the purposes of maximum and minimum limits on the number of BFs that may be taken from a given section of the table. In general, any single background factor may be repeated (generally representing further experience of the same type) a number of times equal to the ‘Rpt’ figure in the table for that background factor. Such repetitions count toward the background factor limit assigned by the GM.
A character must have one and only one childhood factor. A character may have at most one genetic factor. A character should have at most two adolescence factors. Imperial crè che counts as both a childhood factor and an adolescence factor.
The ‘MPs’ listed are maximum merit points per year of service. An average performance might deliver one quarter of the maximum.

Genetic factors	Rpt	GPs	educ	Inh		examples
Naturally gifted	1	40	–	+4
Gene-selected	1	20	–	+6		à  la ‘Gattacca’
Genetically engineered	1	–	–	+8		android superman

Childhood factors	Rpt	GPs	educ	Inh		examples
Traumatic childhood	1	115	1	–		grew up in a war zone, refugee, abandoned & self-sufficient
Underprivileged childhood	1	110	2	–		family struggled financially
Comfortable childhood	DNC	20	4	–	
Mobile childhood	DNC	25	3	–		parents were transients, multiple foster homes
Privileged childhood	DNC	10	2	+2 AP		colonial aristocracy, wealthy parents
Imperial crè che	1	50	4	+5		note: minimum inherent AP 7

Adolescence factors	Rpt	GPs	educ	Inh	years	examples
Intensive education	1	40	4	+2	–	notable school or crè che
Horrible institution	1	65	3	–	–	eg. orphanage, reformatory
Trained from childhood	1	40	2	+3	–	Imperial Heir, Pretorian, prepared by parents for family profession (eg. circus)

Adulthood factors	Rpt	GPs	educ	MPs	years	examples
Academic experience	4	55	5	4	4–6	teaching and research
Field experience	4	75	1	5	1-5	field command, experience as a detective, field technician, etc.
Field training	2	65	3	3	2–3	internship or field research
Intensive training	1	65	3	3	1	War College, Staff College, Assault Pioneers’ school
Office experience	4	70	2	3	4–6	administrative duties
Professional practice	4	60	4	5	4–8	medical or legal practice, line service with the Imperial Navy
Research	2	40	8	4	4–6	doctoral or postdoc research
School of hard knocks	2	80	–	5	2–5	military campaign or tour of duty, prison, labour, crime
Teaching experience	4	65	3	3	4–8	schoolteacher, lecturer, tutor, instructor at training base
Technical training	2	60	4	2	2–3	apprenticeship, Marines training
Tertiary education	3	50	6	2	3-4	undergrad or doctoral studies, Naval or Military academy


Spending Generation Points

With generation points you can buy skills, buy skill levels, train up attributes, and buy Environment and Gravity Familiarities. The costs are set out below: they sometimes refer to the ‘exp’ and ‘limit’ values of skills, which are given on the Skill table below

Deed	Cost

Train an attribute
Trained = Inherent + 1	5
Trained = Inherent + 2	10
Trained = Inherent + 3	20
Trained = Inherent + 4	40

Purchase a skill at level nought	3 x exp

Purchase a skill level (up to 10 x lim)	exp

Purchase a skill level (above 10 x lim)	2 x exp
The maximum level of any skill at any time is lim x max, where max is the highest value the character possesses of any attribute or skill level in the formula of the skill.

Purchase a point of any E familiarity	5
The maximum value of any E at any time is three (3)

Purchase a point of any G familiarity	5
The maximum value of any E at any time is three (3)

Note that some background factors may require you to buy certain levels in certain skills

Skills table

Animal Handling	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Animal Training	(Wp+Em)/2	1	5	1

Arts	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Artistic Composition	(In+Pc)/2	1	5	1	fields cover various media and schools
Depiction	Dx	1	5	1	used with media fields
Literary Composition	In	1	5	1	fields are useful for genre writing and poetic forms
Musical Composition	(In+Em)/2	2	5	1	use Musical Theory (field)

Athletic Skills	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Acrobatics	Ag/2	2	5	1.5
Athletics	(St+Ag)/2	1	E+G+1	1	covers running and jumping
Climbing	(St+Ag)/2	1	E+G+1	1
sporting skill	(Ag+Pc)/2	1	G+2	1	eg: Golf, Racquet Games
Swimming	(St+En)/2	1	5	1
Throwing	(Dx+Pc)/2	1	G+2	1	includes catching

Combat Skills	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Archery	(Dx+Pc)/4	2	G+2	1.5
Artillery	In	1	5	1	covers spaceship lasers &c.
Grappling	(St+Ag)/2	1	G+1	1
Handguns	(Dx+Pc)/2	2	4	1
Initiative	(In+Pc)/2	2	E+3	1
Longarms	(Dx+Pc)/2	2	5	1	covers crossbows
Mê lé e Combat	(Ag+Pc)/2	2	G+1	1	one speciality per whole five levels: swords, knives, unarmed, polearms, hafted weapons, shields
Pain Resistance	(En+Wp)/2	2	5	1
Slings	(Dx+Pc)/4	2	G+1	1.5
Support weapons	Pc	2	5	1	covers section heavy weapons, machine guns &c

Fieldcraft	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Orienteering	(In+Pc)/2	1	E+2	1	navigation by landmarks
Search	(In+Pc)/2	2	E+3	1	covers alertness
Stealth	(Ag+Pc)/2	2	E+3	1	includes hiding

Intellectual Skills	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Analysis	In	2	5	1	requires academic fields
Design	In/2	1	5	1.5	requires engineering fields
Diagnose	(In+Pc)/2	1	5	1	requires technical or medical fields
Scholarship	In	1	5	1	a research/recall skill

Interpersonal Skills	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Acting	(In+Em)/2	1	5	1	used for lying and dissimulation
Charisma	(Em+Ap)/2	1	5	1	used to make a favourable impressions on people
Intimidation	(St+Wp)/2	1	4	1
Persuasion	(Charisma+Wp)/2	1	5	1	includes seduction
Teaching	(Wp+Em)/2	1	5	1

Performing Arts	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Dancing	Ag	1	5	1	some fields available
Musical instruments	(Dx+Em)/4	1	5	1.5	fields cover particular instruments
Singing	Em/2	1	5	1.5
Visual Actualiser	(In+Dx)/4	1	5	1.5

Technical skills	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Repair	(In+Dx)/2	2	6	1	requires technical fields

Thievery	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Lockpicking	Dx	1	5	1	Not much use at high tech
Sleight of Hand	Dx/2	1	5	1.5	Covers picking pockets.

Vehicles	Formula	Exp	BEF	Limit	Notes
Aircraft	(Dx+Pc)/2	1	G+2	1
Groundcraft	(Dx+Pc)/2	1	E+3	1
Motorcycling	(Ag+Pc)/2	1	E+3	1
Personal flyer	(Ag+Pc)/2	1	G+2	1
Riding	(Ag+Wp)/2	1	E+3	1
Sailing	(In+Pc)/2	1	E+2	1
Spacecraft	(In+Dx)/2	1	5	1
Teamster	(Wp+Pc)/2	1	E+2	1	driving horsedrawn &c vehicles
Watercraft	(In+Pc)/2	1	E+3	1	For powered vessels


Spending education points

The fields listed below each represent a broad foundation in an area of knowledge, such as might be given by an undergraduate major at a good university, or a varied apprenticeship with technical training. As such, each includes some knowledge of each of the specialities of the field.
To learn a field takes a number of Educ points or years of part-time study listed in the tables under ‘educ’. Each year of part-time education may be considered as 1000 hours of study. At the end of that time the player should make an Intelligence roll at EF 5. If this is successful, the character learns the field. If it is a failure, the character does not learn the field, but not all the time is wasted: the character counts as having studied for half the time necessary to make another attempt.
A character may undertake further study in a field which he or she has successfully completed. For half as long as the field itself took, the character may acquire a speciality of the field, which gives +1 to resolution attempts within the speciality. It is possible to have more than one speciality within a field. For an amount of further study equal to twice the cost of the basic field, a character who already has the basic field may acquire broad expertise with the field, which gives +1 to all attempts involving the field. It is not possible to take a speciality within a speciality, but broad expertise of a speciality is possible. Bonuses for broad expertise stack with bonuses for specialist knowledge, but not with each other.
In most cases it is necessary to have completed one’s studies to use a skill with a field, though the GM may apply a -3 modifier for lack of knowledge rather than ruling the attempt a failure.

Fields of Knowledge

Artistic forms (composition)	educ	example specialities
Movie		2
Scenescape		2
Sculpture		1
Still picture		1	abstract, cubist, pre-Raphaelite

Artistic media (depiction)	educ	example specialities
Carving		2	marble, wood
Computer-rendered	2
Drawing		2	pencil, chalk/charcoal, pen/metalpoint
Painting		2	oils/acrylic, watercolours
Plastic media	2	clay, wax, plaster

Administrative affairs	educ	example specialities
Accountancy	1	auditing, taxation
Business administration	2
Commerce		1	stock trading, futures trading, commodities, artworks, antiquities, marketing
Law (jurisdiction)	3	administrative ~, criminal ~, international ~, family ~, contract ~, torts, real property
Public administration	2	administrative law

Dance fields	educ	example specialities
Ballet			3	classical, jazz, choreography
Ballroom		1	Latin
Lightsculpture dancing	2	interpretive, narrative, abstract

Engineering	educ	example specialities
Aeronautical engineering	3	aircraft, naval architecture
Bioengineering	4	microorganisms, physiology, anatomy, behaviour
Chemical engineering	3	petroleum, polymers, recycling, metallurgy, zymurgy
Civil engineering	3	roads, railways, ports, drainage
Computer science	3	applications programming, operating systems, interface design, AI
Electrical engineering	4	communications, computers, generation, Eichberger drives, beam weapons, ion drives, motors
Mechanical engineering	3	engines, servos, cybernetics, machine tools, refrigeration
Plant & Process engineering	2	assembly lines, logistics
Structural engineering	3	bridges, buildings, foundations, spacecraft

Fieldcraft	Educ	example specialities
Survival		1	camping, fishing, hunting, trapping, forage
Surveillance		1	reconnaisance, shadowing, remote, vehicular
Tracking		1	

Games	educ	example specialities
Backgammon	0.5	running & blocking, bearing off
Bridge		0.5	bidding
Chess			0.5	openings, midgame, endgame
Go			1 	open play, fighting, ko threats

Humanities	educ	example specialities
Anthropology	2	kin systems, hunting, status systems
History		3	ancient ~, mediaeval ~, ‘modern’ ~, ~ of colonisation, ~ of the Empire, particular colony
typical language (basic grasp)	0.5
	conversational fluency	0.5
		native command	0.5
			additional dialect	0.5
			educated speech	0.5
				erudition	1
		formal grammar	0.5
Literacy		1
Literature		2	poetry, the novel, drama, screenplays
Linguistics		2	comparative ~, phonology, semantics
Philosophy		2	ethics, metaphysics, ontology, epistemology
Political studies	2	psephology, public choice theory
Prehistory		2	linguistic archeology, stone tools, Mexico
Religious studies	1	Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Graeco-Roman mythology, comparative religion

Medicine	educ	example specialities
Emergency treatment	1	poisonings, trauma, resuscitation
Dentistry		2	dental prosthetics
Medicine		4	cardiology, gastroenterology, paediatrics
Midwifery		0.5
Psychoengineering	3	memories, personality, skills, preferences
Surgery		3	plastic ~, orthopaedic ~, neuro~, thoracic ~

Military science	educ	example specialities
Intelligence analysis	1	Sigint, Humint, photoreconnaissance analysis
Logistics		1
Military history	1
(Military) tactics	2	close combat, rifle ~, field ~, operational strategy, mobile defence, armour ~, field defences, siegecraft
Naval tactics	2	submarines, antisubmarine, battleships
Space tactics	2
Strategy		1

Music	educ	example specialities
Bowed strings	1	violin, cello, double bass, viol
Brass			1	trumpet, cornet, horn, trombone, tuba
Conducting		1
Fingerboards	1	guitar, banjo, zither
Flute			1
Keyboards		1	piano, organ, synthesiser
Notation		0.5
Recorder		0.5
Theory		1	harmony, counterpoint, orchestration
Woodwinds		1	clarinet, oboe, bassoon, saxophone

Science	educ	example specialities
Astronomy		2	celestial navigation, star-watching
Biology		3	botany, ecology, evolutionary ~, zoology
Chemistry		3	physical ~, organic ~, bio~, molecular biology
Geology		2	mineralogy, petroleum
Mathematics	3	pure ~, applied ~, cryptanalysis, statistics, celestial mechanics (astrogation)
Planetology		3	geophysics, geochemistry, climatology, oceanography, terraformation
Physics		3	dynamics, thermodynamics, electromagnetism, quantum mechanics, relativity, cosmology, optics

Social Sciences	educ	example specialities
Economics		3	public ~, resource ~, household ~, macro~, labour ~, econometrics
Geography		3	agriculture, spatial ~
Psychology		3	developmental ~, criminal ~, abnormal ~, personality design
Social dynamics	4	social stratification, religion, social engineering

Technical Fields	educ	example specialities
Agriculture		3	stockraising, crops, plantations, zymurgy
Biotechnology	4	biomechanics, bioelectronics, organics
Blacksmithing (obsolete)	3	blades, farriering, armour
Brewing		0.5	beer, table wines, fortified wines
Building		2	masonry, concrete, frames
Cooking		1	soups & sauces, baking, haute cuisine, Chinese cooking
Distilling		0.5	whisky
Electricals		1	automotive, domestic, industrial, distribution, energy weapons
Forensic science	3	ballistics, pathology, biological materials
Foundrywork	1	cannon, bells, trinkets, cast iron
Interrogation	1	torture, Good Cop–Bad Cop, the English method
Jewelry		1
Machining		1	clockmaking, fitting & turning, gunsmithing
Makeup		0.5	cosmetic ~, stage ~, disguise
Mechanicals	2	motors, locks, firearms
Photography	0.5	chemical processing, computerised processing, photoforgery
Plumbing		2	domestic, civic, gasfitting
Security systems	1	intruder alarms, weapons detectors, contraband materials detection
Textiles		1	tailoring, embroidery, knitting, weaving

Writing genres	educ	example specialities
Prose			1	thriller, horror, romance, journalism
Scripts		1	stage, screen, comedy, thriller
Verse			2	sonnet, songs, haiku

Unarmed combat techniques	educ	notes
Capture		0.5	allows grabs and holds
Defensive		0.5	allows unarmed parries
Exotic		1	useful for confusing opponents
Lethal		0.5	allows unarmed attack at -1 EF, +2 DC

